In this paper we describe term extraction from full length journal articles in the domain of crop husbandry for the purpose of producing abstracts automatically. Initially candidate terms are extracted which occur in one of a number of fixed lexical environments, as found by a system of templates which assigns a domain-specific role to each candidate term.
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Introduction and Background
The goal of our current concept-based abstracting (CBA) project is the automatic abstracting of journal articles, initially in the field of crop husbandry. The basic technique is to build a set of templates against which the original text is compared. The templates are designed so that they match the text at points of high information content, where inferences can be made about which concepts most truly reflect the content of the document.
Templates are in the form of alternating literals and fillers, where each literal must match some point in the text exactly, and a filler can be any sequence of words occurring between literals. Filler strings found by matching templates are assigned roles specific to each template. These roles correspond to slots in a frame which is used to represent the document as a whole. For example the template "spring ? was sown" would match the phrase "spring barley was sown". The role associated with the filler of this template might be "species", and thus the filler "barley" would be assigned to this role. This provides evidence that the main crop species described in the text is barley.
In the domain of agriculture, the set of roles might be as follows: chemical agent (AGEN), cultivar (CV), high level property (HLP), influence (INF), low level property (LLP), location (LOC), pest (PES), soil (SOI), species (SPE) and year (WHE). The HLP is the ultimate objective of the study, often "growth" or "yield", while a LLP such as "root length" is measured during the course of an experiment; it may be an indicator of an HLP, but is not in itself the final objective.
After the text has been read in, all the fillers found for each role are collated. The substrings may be weighted, since some templates are more reliable than others. If any substring of a filler is found more than once, the weight associated with each instance is combined. The most highly weighted substring found in this way is taken to be the most likely interpretation of a given role.
The output of our template matching program is a list for each role of the most likely candidates for that role, arranged in decreasing order of a) weight, b) length in words and c) number of occurrences. A sample extract of the output, showing the three most highly weighted candidate strings for the role of influence (INF) , is shown in Figure 1 . In previous experiments (see Paice & Jones 1993 , Jones 1995 , domain-specific templates were created manually. Oakes & Paice (1998) describe a method of generating the templates automatically. In this paper, we will discuss how the process of identifying the most suitable candidate string or strings for each role can be enhanced by lexical validation, whereby any candidate string (or substring) which is composed of words which belong to a set vocabulary and are combined according to an approved grammar is preferred to any candidate string which does not conform to this vocabulary and grammar.
From a set of instantiated roles, an output template based on Liddy's (1991) abstract structure can be used to generate a textual abstract (Jones & Paice 1992) . But this is merely an "indicative" abstract, which indicates to the reader the subject matter of the paper. In the hope of capturing "informative" material, i.e. the precise research findings of the paper, Jones (1995) looked for sentences containing "indicator constructs" such as "Our results indicate that...". In this paper we describe our approach to the problem of extracting fuller information about results by identifying phrases such as "A had a significant effect on B", revealing the relationship between variables A and B, namely that A is the independent variable and B is the dependent variable.
An abstract template based on a design by Jones & Paice (1992) is shown in Figure 2 , where the indicative abstract can be created using the top 8 items. The last item refers to additional extracted material, giving information about results. This template works by replacing each role identifier (such as PES) by the chosen string (such as "potato tuber moth"), where available. Each text segment is output in sequence, excepting those containing uninstantiated role identifiers.
The general method of using templates for automatic abstracting, though developed independently, has many similarities with the information extraction approach which has been explored by the MUC projects (ARPA 1995).
The various term extraction requirements of the concept-based abstracting approach illustrate four basic techniques for term extraction:
1. Traditional methods using existing sources such as thesauri, or performing word and phrase frequency analyses with domainspecific corpora (Salton 1968, Kelledy and Smeaton 1997 Klingbiel (1975) , Maeda, Momouchi and Sawamura (1980) and Ruge, Schwartz and Warner (1991) . A combined approach using both statistical and syntactic criteria has been developed by Gaussier and Langé (1994) and Daille (1995) . Strategies for annotating text according to the semantic categories of the constituent words are reviewed by Wilson and Thomas (1997) . In this paper we propose rules for the combination of role-indicating words and phrases, such that any word sequence conforming to this lexical validation grammar is accepted as a domain-compatible technical term.
4. Classification of terms by recognition of the relationships between them. A hierarchy of predicates describing the rhetorical structure of abstracts and the interrelationships between variables has been produced by Rama and Srinivasan (1993) .
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 the method of production of the lexical validation grammar is described; in Section 3 we describe how lexical validation is used for the selection of the most promising technical terms; in Section 4 we describe the compilation of a list of lexical sequences which make explicit the interrelationships between selected terms.
Production of the lexical validation grammar
A grammar-creation thesaurus was produced, starting with a list of all words in the training corpus with a frequency of 5 or more which could be classified under one of the original 10 roles. The training corpus consisted of 50 electronically-stored journal articles in the domain of crop husbandry, compiled by Paul Jones (1995) . Unfamiliar terms were categorised by examining their contexts in the training corpus using a concordancing program. PAR (part, e.g. "leaf", including adjectives such as "foliar"); MEAS (measure e.g. "length"); UNI (units e.g. "days"); TEMP (time-related words, e.g. "diurnal" or "spring"); STAG-LLP (stages of the plant life-cycle not directly under the experimenter's control e.g. "inflorescence" or "death"); STAG-INF (stages of the plant life cycle determined by the experimenter, e.g. "ploughing" or "cropping"); NUM (numerics, e.g. "6", or "thousand"); ENDO (a subset of AGEN, being chemicals which can also act as natural nutrients or endogenous compounds, such as "water" or "potassium").
The original thesaurus was augmented as follows: All words in the training corpus with a frequency of 30 or more were assigned to a role, with a new role being created if a word did not fit conveniently into one of the original 10 roles or could be confidently stoplisted. No new roles were formed to accommodate words with a frequency of less than 30, but all words with a frequency of 5 or more were examined to see if they could fit into an already existing role. The new roles created for single words are listed in Figure 3 .
All words fitting into one of these new roles with a frequency of 5 or more were added to the grammar-creation thesaurus. A repeated sequence detection program (RSDP) was used to generate all sequences of length 2 to 5 words occurring 5 times or more in the training corpus, and which did not start or end with a stop word. The threshold frequencies were arbitrary, but represent a reasonable balance between high thresholds and a small number of thesaurus entries or lower thresholds yielding a larger thesaurus but requiring much more manual scrutiny to find less frequently-occurring examples. The grammar-creation thesaurus was then further augmented by adding all "meaningful" high frequency multi-word units (MWUs) or phrases found in the training corpus. The MWUs deemed "meaningful" were those which could be manually assigned to one of the 10 original role identifiers. Other MWUs marked for further reference were statisticsrelated phrases, denoted "*ST", the significance of which in the generation of informative abstracts will be discussed in Section 4. The five most frequently occurring items of length 2 to 5 words taken from the manually annotated word sequence frequency lists are shown in Figure 4 . The first item in each line shows either the relevant role identifier, or "*ST" to denote a statistics related phrase, or "REJ" to denote a word sequence rejected because it neither constituted a term nor was related to the statistical findings of an experiment. The second item indicates the frequency of the sequence, and the third item is the actual sequence.
Some of the entries in the grammarcreation thesaurus, including both selected MWUs and single words, are shown in Figure 5 . The whole grammar-creation thesaurus contains 1466 terms. The format of the entries in the thesaurus is specific term |ROLE|.
Generation of grammar rules
A string replacement program was then used to convert the grammar-creation thesaurus into a set of rules for the lexical validation of candidate terms. Each MWU in the grammar-creation thesaurus was compared with all MWUs consisting of fewer words and single terms in the grammar-creation thesaurus. Whenever the shorter entry was an exact substring of the longer entry, that element of the longer MWU was replaced by the role identifier of the shorter term. Only whole-word matches were considered in this substitution process. Each original MWU with matching substrings substituted by the relevant role identifier would then constitute a grammar rule for the lexical validation and/or interpretation of candidate terms. For example, the two-word entry tridemorph spray |AGEN| meaning "tridemorph spray is an agent" was matched against all single-word terms in the grammar-creation thesaurus. A match was found with the entry tridemorph |AGEN| meaning "tridemorph is an agent". Substitution of the matching substring in the longer term with the role identifier of that substring yielded the grammar rule meaning "any agent spray is an agent". This grammar rule could, for example, be used to validate the candidate term "fungicide spray". If there is an entry in the thesaurus for the single term "fungicide", and its role is AGEN, then the string "fungicide spray" will be accepted as a valid term by the grammar, and given the interpretation "AGEN". Consider also the fourword entry in the grammar creation thesaurus number of spikes meter-2 |LLP|.
This was matched against all the items in the grammar-creation thesaurus consisting of up to three words. Matching substrings were found in the rules: number of spikes |LLP| meter-2 |UNI| Substitution of the substrings by their role identifiers yielded the grammar rule
meaning that any low level property followed by mathematical units also describes a low level property. Each MWU was matched against the list of shorter terms in order of decreasing length of the shorter terms. Thus "number" was not replaced by " [MEAS] ", even though the thesaurus contained the entry number |MEAS|.
A small number of grammar rules were discounted, such as
This was derived from MH 383 |CV| where it was clear that the original string (being a "primitive" concept) would better have been regarded in its entirety than in its decomposed form. Instead, the original strings were kept in the rule set. Another example of such a primitive concept was "sugar beet" (SPE), even if "sugar" (ENDO) was also in the grammar-creation thesaurus. Other primitive concepts such as "coastal plain" (LOC) remained in their original form because none of their constituent substrings were found in the thesaurus.
The generated lexical validation rules were then collated. The resulting list was alphabetically sorted to bring entries identical on the left hand side (LHS) together, enabling one to check for duplication and consistency, in particular instances where the same LHS of a rule was found to have more than one contradictory interpretation. The existence of alternative interpretations of grammar rules does not prevent their being used for lexical validation. If both forms of the rule appear in a lexical validation grammar, then candidate sub strings for a given role which match the LHS of the rule will be accepted if either form of the rule has the same interpretation as the role.
The part of the lexical validation grammar generated from the sample section of the grammar-creation thesaurus shown in Figure  5 is shown in Figure 6 . 
Use of lexical validation in template matching
An extra procedure was added to the template matching program, to preferentially weight any candidate string which conformed with the lexical-validation grammar and which had the desired interpretation. Sample output from the template matching program after lexical validation of all candidate substrings for the role of SPE (crop species) is shown in Figure 7 . The entries in each row, reading from left to right, are the weight for the candidate substring, its length in words, the number of occurrences found by the templates and the substring itself. Note that some templates have been weighted zero by the automatic weighting procedure. The two most highly weighted terms in Figure 7 , "spring beans" and "beans" have both been successfully validated by the grammar, and assigned an arbitrary additional weight of 10. The relevant components of the grammar are
Although there is an entry for "harvest" in the grammar (harvest = [INF-STAG]), its interpretation is not the same as the role (SPE) under which this set of candidate strings is collated. Similarly "spring" in the thesaurus has the role TEMP, so this term is also not lexically validated. "vegetative" is not lexically validated because it does not appear in the thesaurus, and "producing vegetative" is rejected because "producing" does not appear in the thesaurus.
The advantages of recognising candidate terms by means of a grammar rather than using a thesaurus of literal strings are that fewer grammar rules than thesaurus entries will be required, in order to recognise all the terms in the thesaurus. The grammar will also be able to recognise a large number of additional terms not present in the thesaurus. For example, consider the grammar rule [PAR] [LLP] = |LLP| meaning that a low level property associated with a particular part of a plant should be accepted as a low level property. The lexical validation grammar contains 49 different plant parts and 36 different low level properties, so the rule in question requires 49 + 36 + 1 = 86 separate entries in the grammar. However, these 86 entries represent 49 x 36 = 1764 potential terms (the cartesian product of each possible low level property paired with each possible plant part). In contrast, the grammar-building thesaurus from which the grammar rule was derived had just 42 examples of literals describing a low level property associated with a part of a plant.
Many of the word combinations recognised by the grammar will have been unanticipated by the thesaurus builder. Of course, some of the combinations included by the grammar, although syntactically acceptable, would not be semantically feasible. For example, the left hand component [PAR] [LLP] would allow the term "root photosynthesis", even though the root of a plant is not normally responsible for photosynthesis. However, such unfeasible combinations would be very unlikely to occur in a genuine scientific text.
Relationships of extracted terms to each other
In Sections 2 and 3 we discussed methods of automatically extracting the 10 categories of terms necessary to fulfil the indicative function of abstracts automatically produced by the method of Jones and Paice (1992) . However, if our automatically-generated abstracts are also to perform an informative function, we must be able to infer additional information about the relationships between terms, particularly those found in the results and conclusions sections which describe the statistical findings of an experiment. In this section we describe our method of identifying sequences of text in which dependent and independent variables, and statistical terminology are interrelated. The idea is that such text sequences should be extracted and used to fill the informative section of the automatically-generated abstract described in Section 1.
First the training corpus was annotated using the lexical validation grammar, so that all specific concepts (such as "tridemorph spray") were replaced by their corresponding role codes (such as "AGEN"). Then the repeated sequence detection program was the used to examine all word sequences of length 2 to 5 words occurring 5 times or more in the annotated corpus. It was noticed that in the more common sequences many terms describing variables were accompanied by magnitudes, either static magnitudes describing the extent of a variable, or dynamic magnitudes describing some change in the variable. The most frequent of the magnitude expressions are as follows: a) "Static" magnitudes denoted "Q": average; high; highest; *levels; low; lower; maximum; *mean; mean; median; *potential; proportion of; proportional; range of; *rates; rates of; relative; spread of; total; uniformity of; *values. b) "Dynamic" magnitudes, denoted "DQ": decrease in; decreased; *decreased; differ in; *differences; differences in; *fall; fall in; falling; *increase; increase in; increased; *increased; increased the; *increases; increases in; *increment; *losses; reduced; reducing the; reduction in; *reductions; reductions in; *removal; *was decreased; *was greater; *was increased; *was reduced; variation in.
Magnitudes marked with * occur after the variable; other magnitudes occur before the variable.
The six most common combinations of a magnitude and a variable are shown in Table 1 . All magnitudes or quantity words occurring in the grammar-annotated training corpus were substituted by their relevant codes (Q or DQ). The repeated sequence detection program was used once again to find all the sequences of length 2 to 12 words with a frequency of 5 or more in the corpus. Examples of such sequences are shown below: direct correlation of HLP with the LLP INF gave a significant DQ HLP AGEN gave a significant DQ HLP LLP DQ from NUM to NUM UNI significant INF treatment interaction. A subjective decision was taken as to which of these sequences were relevant to the statistical findings of an experiment, and how they might be combined with each other to (no) (direct) correlation of VAR with VAR; IV gave [a,no] significant DV ; DV from NUM to NUM UNI ; there was [a,no] significant effect of IV on DV; DV by NUM per cent; IV was important in contributing to DV; IV gave [a,no] ([highly,statistically]) DV; IV did not affect DV; (no) significant VAR VAR interaction; DV due to IV was (not) significant at p [<,=] NUM; VAR [with,by] VAR was (not) significant at p [<,=] NUM; VAR was associated with VAR; IV significantly affected the DV; IV did not significantly affect the DV; (no) significant effect of IV on DV; IV had [a,no] ([highly,statistically]) significant effect on DV; (no) ([direct, significant, negative]) [correlation$, association$, relationship$, differences$, interaction$] between VAR and VAR; VAR and VAR were ([highly, significantly, slightly, not]) correlated; VAR and VAR were linearly related; IV was more effective than IV; VAR more rapidly than VAR; VAR was more sensitive than VAR. [,] denotes alternatives; () denotes optional components; $ shows that either singular or plural forms are acceptable.
produce meaningful phrases. A set of rules was created manually to describe the syntactic structure of most of the high frequency statisticsrelated phrases. This set of rules is shown in Figure 8 . In order to make this set of rules more widely applicable or domain-independent than the lexical validation grammar, the resulting phrases are described in terms of independent and dependent variables, denoted IV and DV respectively. VAR denotes a variable which may be either dependent of independent.
In the domain of crop protection, the independent variable could be AGEN, ENDO, LLP, LLP-STAG or PES while the dependent variable could be ENDO, INF, INF-STAG, LLP, LLP-STAG or PES. The reason LLP, LLP-STAG and PES can fall into either category is that they can act as intermediate variables. For example, in the same experiment an agent can affect a pest (making PES a dependent variable), while the effect on the pest will have an effect on the growth or yield of the crop, making PES an independent variable. Similarly, a chemical categorised as ENDO could be externally applied, making it an independent variable, or it may be produced by the plant in response to an outside influence, making it a dependent variable. Two high frequency statistical terms, not in themselves informative, which could not readily be included in the rule set as part of complete phrases were "analysis of variance" and "linear regression". For the purpose of creating informative abstracts, it might be possible to extract the entire sentence whenever these terms are encountered in the results or conclusions sections of a scientific article.
Empirical Evaluation
The effectiveness of the lexical validation grammar was measured empirically using the measures based on recall and precision. In each case the list of role fillers output by the abstracting system for 20 different documents taken from the Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture was compared against the ideal list of role fillers for the same 20 documents as agreed upon by both of the present authors.
Strict recall and precision were based on the number of occasions the automatically selected role filler matched the human-selected filler exactly; permissive recall and precision also took into account the number of times the machine-selected filler was either a substring or a superstring of the human-selected filler string. The evaluations were preformed first without lexical validation (no LV), and then again when the weights for the candidate strings were doubled if the candidate strings were lexically validated (LV). Our results for a set of manually-produced templates are shown in Table 2 . These results show that a modest improvement in performance resulted from the incorporation of lexical validation. Although these initial results were disappointing, we are in the process of conducting a more extensive study with a training set of 200 articles taken from three different journals (650,000 words) and a test set of 100 articles, each indexed by two postgraduate students of agriculture. We hope that this larger training set will enable the creation of both a more effective set of templates and an improved lexical validation thesaurus. The number of templates produced manually for the evaluation in Table 2 was 327, while the number of templates generated automatically using the larger training set was over 3000. The number of roles has not been increased as a result of increasing the size of the training set.
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Conclusions and Further Work
We have described the semi-automatic acquisition of a grammar for the lexical validation of candidate terms for automatic abstracts.
In order to transport the CBA system to domains other than crop protection, it will be necessary to decide upon a new set of roles to describe the new domain, and to create a thesuarus where specific instances of each generic role are listed. This will be done by consultation of a selection of original papers in the new domain, and generating phrase frequency phrase lists for the new domain. The new roles are the generic categories of the nonstoplisted high and mid-frequency phrases.
Either a pre-existing domain-specific lexicon or a person with some subject expertise will be needed to produce this thesaurus of generic roles and their specific instances. Grefenstette (1994) describes SEXTANT, a system for automatic thesaurus generation, but some domain knowledge is still required to interpret the automatically derived word categories.
Once the set of roles and the thesaurus have been prepared, templates can be generated automatically (Oakes & Paice, 1999) . The lexical validation grammar is produced from the thesaurus by a domain independent substring substitution process. The knowledge engineering effort required for our system to transfer domains is much less that that required for other automated abstracting systems which employ a training corpus. The CRYSTAL system of Soderland et al (1995) and the CIRCUS system of Riloff & Lehnert (1994) both require that the entire training corpus should not only be parsed according to syntactic structure, but every domain related term should be manually tagged according to its semantic meaning by domain experts.
We have identified sequences of text which explicitly reveal the relationships between variables, necessary for the production of informative abstracts. Extraction of such sequences will be enabled by incorporating their invariant lexical portions into a system of templates. For example, the sequence "A had a significant effect on B" will produce the template ? had a significant effect on ?
IV,-,DV/1.
meaning that the term represented by the ? on the left is the independent variable, and the term represented by the ? on the right is the dependent variable.
